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Abstract :Software metrics are quantitative estimates for software product attributes which guide us in taking
managerial and technical decisions [1]. The current used software metrics depend on syntactical attributes of source
code at the same time they ignore its semantic aspects. This fact motivates us to focus on semantic metrics instead of
traditional used metrics. Moreover, semantic metric are more precise than syntactic ones, it is able to capture the
semantic defects of the software products. In this paper, the researcher has been made an attempt to survey of existing
research on software metrics along with potential research challenges and opportunities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The quality of software systems become an important
issue in continuation of business, i.e. The vast amount of
software used in markets and their role in managing
precise and dangerous tasks [1]. The assertion by Ward
Cunningham in 1992, that quick and careless development
with poor quality leads to many years of expensive
maintenance
and
enhancements.
So,
software
measurement paradigm becomes more and more important
to monitor quality during all software development stages.
The field of software metrics is relatively young one [2],
whose origins can be found in the work by Halstead
published in 1972. From then on, the interest in software
metrics has increased because they have been recognized
as a useful instrument for managing software process
effectively.
Software metrics allow to use a real
engineering approach to software development, providing
the quantitative and objective base that software
engineering was lacking. In fact, their use in industry is
becoming more and more widespread.[2] As regards the
research in software metrics [2], it has undergone a great
evolution, in the first period the focus was very much on
inventing new metrics to measure different software
attributes, without concerning the scientific validity of
these metrics. Recently, much work has been done on how
to apply measurement theory to software metrics and
ensure their validity. [2] The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. In the next section characteristics
and challenges in software measurement were discussed.
Current used Metrics including syntactic and semantic
metrics described in section 3. Section 4 examines the
current Challenges and finally conclusion was presented

be measured directly from source code, external attributes
measured indirectly based on another internal attributes.
Much research has been done on identifying quality
models to support software quality improvements. Such
quality models concentrated on mapping between internal
and external attributes i.e. McCall, Boehm [4], FURPS(+)
and ISO9126 (ISO 1991) models. The main objective of
these models is to focus on formal products and identify
key attributes of quality from the user prospective [5].
Boehm and MaCall model identified 3 key attributes
called “quality factors” such as reliability, usability,
maintainability (High level external attributes) but it
related to many internal attributes called quality criteria
[5] . Dromey and FURPS(+) [6] are focusing on the
relationship between the quality attributes and the subattributes, as well as attempting to connect software
product properties with software quality attributes. In
1992, derivation of McCall model was proposed as a basis
for international standard software quality ISO9126 (ISO
1991). The model decomposes the quality into six factors
as follow:
functionality, efficiency, usability,
maintainability and portability. Each of these factors is
defined as a set of attributes. [5]
Software Metrics are used to measure specific quality
attributes using relationship identified by standard quality
models. Current used metrics are succeed in measuring
internal attributes but still there is shortcomings in
measuring external attributes accurately such as reliability,
availability …etc. The following section focus on current
used metrics and their limitations.

III. SOFTWARE METRICS
In this section, we will discuss software metrics concept
II. CHARACTERISTICS AND CHALLENGES IN SOFTWARE and classification along with their advantages and
shortcomings each. According to the IEEE standard
MEASUREMENT
A principal objective of software engineering is to glossary of software engineering terms (adapted from [6]),
improve the quality of software products. Many models metrics are a quantitative measure of the degree to which a
spot distinction between tow types of software attributes system, component, or process possesses a given
internal and external ones [1]. Since internal attributes can attribute."
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To this effect, researchers have long been interested in
defining and analysing metrics that capture properties of
software products and software processes, metrics are now
the subject of many textbooks [7, 8 , 2].
The importance of software metrics comes from the need
for assessing requirements, identifying error prone
components at early stages of software development,
improving software quality attributes such as reliability,
maintainability, availability …etc. Different classes of
metrics measure different aspects of system quality, so a
single or multiple metrics belong to a class cannot be
successfully used to measure all quality related facets of a
system.
G. Eason.et.al. in[9] Identify the characteristics of an
optimal metric to be simple, objective, easily obtainable,
valid and robust. Generally software metrics are classified
as follow:
1. Process metric which highlights the process of
software development. It mainly aims at process
duration, cost incurred and type of methodology used.
2. Project Metrics that are used to monitor project
situation and status. And identify risk. E.g.. Staff
number and their patterns, cost, etc…
3. Product metrics describe the attributes of the software
product at any phase of its development. [10] Metrics
are further classified into static and dynamic. [10]
Metrics are further classified into static and dynamic.
Static measures are obviously simpler to collect because
there is no need to run the software. In contrast, to obtain
dynamic measure of code, simulation models of the
software system were needed, which are available very
late in the software development lifecycle [2]. Static
metrics are widely used due to the fact that they are easier
to obtain, especially at the early stages of software
development. However, the potential benefits of dynamic
metrics collected by executing the program outweigh the
complexity and cost of measuring them.[2] Next section
discuses research in syntactic metrics in details.
A. Syntactic metrics
In this section, we will discuss the traditional metrics
and their limitations. Most widely used software metrics
nowadays are based on syntactical aspects of software; as
such, they reflect how a program is represented, but not
what a program does [3]. The most used software metrics
are LOC (lines of code) and Cyclamate Complexity [11].
These measures were originally defined for procedural
programs and later incorporated for object-oriented
systems. The LOC metric measure software size, while
cyclamate complexity measures logical complexity of a
module [3]. Software metrics proposed and used for
procedural paradigm have been found inadequate for
object-oriented software products [1]. The word syntactic
reflects to what extend we can use source code syntax to
estimate some quality attributes. In [12] quality is defined
as the degree to which a product is bug-free.
In this point it is important to say that the use of prerelease defects as an indicator of quality is questioned.
Knowing that there were a large number of defects during
Copyright to IJARCCE

the coding stage does not mean there will be a lot of bugs
in the post release version too. In contrast, other
researchers defined quality by using different concepts
such as reliability, availability, lower maintainability cost
and sometimes the ability to perform tasks as it should.
Some current studies move through different direction
and see the quality as a weighted combination of different
software attributes. For example, source code length is
related to complexity and a lower software complexity
could lead to a greater software reliability (Fenton &
Pfleeger, 1997)[1]. It is not wrong to say that there is a
relationship between complexity and the length of the
program. However, all studies agree that when measuring
complexity one should take into account something more
than length. This approach was followed by Törn et al.
(1999) [13]. A Number of studies move through the same
direction and investigate complexity measure using code
syntax. In [7] researchers divide complexity of software
into three separate classes’ the first class is the essential
complexity which is determined by the problems that the
software tries to solve. The second class the selecting
complexity is determined by the program languages, the
problem modelling methods and the software design
methods. Lastly, The incidental complexity is determined
by the quality of the involved implementer.[7] The most
common used complexity metrics are Halstead metrics
which introduced in 1977 by Maurice Halstead. One of it
is main advantages that it doesn’t require deep knowledge
of program logical structure so it is easy to calculate but in
the other hand, it doesn’t give accurate measure because it
doesn’t consider program flow control.[7]
Another metric is WHCM which try to overcome HCM
limitations. WHCM adds weight of the code instructions
such as loops or branches. In [14] Thomas J. McCabe
introduced a software complexity metric named McCabe
Cyclamate Complexity Metric. It’s main limitation it
doesn’t distinguish between code lengths and it ignores the
complexity added by the nesting codes. A significant
drawback of syntactic metrics is that different structural
aspects of code can result in different metrics value, even
when the code is performing the same task [15]. Syntactic
metrics are not always accurate quality descriptors.
Metrics that provide a better mapping between software
and its associated quality factors thus has the potential to
be used in improving software quality, including quality of
newly developed software as well as currently maintained
software. Such metrics can help in identification of good
reusable software components.[3] Table “1” ,shows list of
the most widely used syntactic metrics.
TABLE I:

Most widely used syntactic metrics
Metric
LOC
McCabe
Halstead
FP

Description
Measuring program length
Measuring software complexity
Estimating (complexity, volume)
Function points measure software size.
The cost (in dollars or hours) of a single
unit is calculated from past projects.
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Number
of
faults
Fault density
Effort

Counting number of faults in software
code.
Measuring number of faults as a ratio to
program length
Estimating the effort done by
programmer to construct software.

Another important point should be highlighted is that
desirable quality attributes like reliability and
maintainability cannot be measured until some operational
version of the code is available. Yet we wish to be able to
predict which part of the software is less reliable, more
difficult to test, or require more maintenance than others,
even before system is completed [2]
B. Semantic metrics
Traditional syntactic metrics discussed above reflect
how program are represented, but not what a program does
[3]. Yet, many important program attributes may have
more to do with the latter than the former. In the
following we introduce a number of software metrics that
reflect semantic properties of software products. Gall, C.
S In 2008 [16] suggests an approach using semantic
metrics to provide insight into software quality early in the
design phase of software development by automatically
analyzing natural language (NL) design specifications for
object-oriented systems is presented. Semantic metrics are
based on the meaning of software within the problem
domain [17]. New trend has introduced by Selim et.al.
They tried to extend the concept of using semantic
information to improve software quality [18]. In [19],
researchers extend semantic metrics to analyze design
specifications. Since semantic metrics can now be
calculated from early in design through software
maintenance, they provide a consistent and seamless type
of metric that can be collected through the entire lifecycle.
Results indicate semantic metrics calculated from design
specifications can give insight into the quality of the
source code based on that design.
Previously in 1992 [20] some researches make spot on
software faults that infrequently affect output cause
problems in most software and are dangerous in safetycritical systems. When a software fault causes frequent
software failures, testing are likely to reveal the fault
before the software is released; when the fault “hides”
from testing, the hidden fault can cause disaster after the
software is installed. A simple metric, derivable from
semantic information found in software specifications,
indicates software sub functions that tend to hide faults.
Potential for hidden faults can be further explored using
empirical methods .A study [21] in 2008 was empirically
investigated the suite of object-oriented (OO) design
metrics introduced in (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994).
More specifically, their goal is to assess these metrics as
predictors of fault-prone classes. Norman in [22] found
relationship between faults density and module size and
analysis time thorough his study. He confirmed that the
number of faults discovered in pre-release testing is an
Copyright to IJARCCE

order of magnitude greater than the number discovered in
12 months of operational use. Marcus etal. In [23] try to
improve this study by suggesting a way for predicting
software faults in OO programs. Some studies shed light
on how to integrate entropy concept with semantic aspects
of software as quality measure. Such concept dates back to
1997 when D. Melamed define semantic entropy as the
measure of semantic -ambiguity and uninformative Hess
[24]. It is a graded lexical feature which may play a role
anywhere lexical semantics plays a role. Brown et al.
(BD+91)[25] present a word-sense disambiguation
algorithm involving minimization of semantic entropy
weighted by word frequency. Yarowsky (Yar93)[26]
compares the semantic entropy of homographs
conditioned on different contexts. Salwa K and Abd-ElHafiz, in 2004 [27] also address entropy as a means to
measure software information content. They use the
entropy metrics to study the evolution of the modules
within the system. in 2004 [28] also address entropy as a
means to measure software information content. Oleksandr
et.al. [29] Proposes a novel interpretation of an entropybased metric to assess the design of a software system in
terms of interface quality and understandability. The
research in this area is still too young.
c. Advantages of semantic over syntactic metrics
In this section paper will discuss the benefits of having
semantic metrics in comparison to static syntactic one.
Syntactic metrics are simpler to collect and easy to
understand due to, the way to measure it directly from
source code. In contrast, Semantic metrics is more difficult
to measure because it relay on deep understanding to the
function of software without considering its programming
language. In the other hand, as mentioned earlier, one of
the main drawbacks of syntactic metrics is the fact that
most metrics address only one aspect of the multifaceted
software development process. Thus these metrics might
fail to take into consideration, for example, the trade of
between two resources because its dependent variable is
only one of those resources. Researchers have tried
various methods to overcome this problem. One of those
methods which are more used than any other is combining
metrics from various classes to give a more general
picture. Another mentioned point is that using of
syntactical code defects only as indicator of quality is
questioned. Semantic metrics try to overcome these
limitations by considering new semantic aspects of source
code. The major differences between semantic and
syntactic metrics are listed in table “II” bellow.
TABLE II:
Comparison between syntactic and semantic metrics
Syntactic metrics
Semantic metrics
Simpler to collect
Difficult to obtain
Deal only with structural
Deal more with semantic and
aspects of source code
functional aspects
Dependant on programming
programming language
language
independent
Inefficient to deal with OO
Applicable to both procedural
features.
and object oriented software
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The paper is an attempt to surveys the literature that has
been published to date, on software metrics generally and
semantic metrics particularly. The main objective of the
paper is to explore a new research direction in the field.
Software measurement can be classified in two parts There is still much to be done in the area. We expect that
prediction and estimation. The above mentioned this area of research will get more attention in future due
techniques fall in the area of estimation. Much research is to its importance in business market.
also done in field of prediction. The simplest example of
software quality prediction is to use available attribute to
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IV. CURRENT CHALLENGES
From the above detailed discussions of different
types of metrics, it can easily be said that the field of
semantic metrics is wide open for researchers.
Some of the possible research directions are listed below:
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integrate new analytical technologies such as data
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this direction.
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